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Abstract—Decision mining is a combination of process mining
and machine learning algorithms to retrieve information on how
data attributes in a business process affect routing of a case. It
analyzes decision point by looking for XOR-splits in petri-net
workflow model and examining rules for each choice based on
available attributes using decision tree. The rules for each
decision point are based on the attribute’s influence to the case.
Meanwhile, a non-free choice construct is a mixture of choice and
synchronization, which will create limited choices in the
workflow. The limitation of choice will then affect the rules found
in non-free choice construct using decision mining technique.
Limitation of rules makes it possible to examine the relation
among rules in the workflow. The relation of these rules will
emerge a certain property of a non-free choice construct. Rules
for two decision points within a non-free choice construct will
have similarities. Regarding to this, when the same rule is found
during a decision mining process, we can determine that the
decision points have a non-free choice relationship
Keywords—decision mining, decision tree, non-free choice,
process mining

I.
INTRODUCTION
Decision mining is a technique to retrieve rules for choices
in a business process. It combines process mining and machine
learning algorithms to analyze a Process Aware Information
System’s event log and discover how the attributes in the
process affects routing of a case [8,9]. The decision mining
algorithm has been applied as a plugin in ProM framework
named Decision Point Analysis. It will first discover the
decision points in a process model by identifying its XOR-split.
Since XOR-split is a place in Petri-net which has more than
one outgoing arcs, the split will then be identified as the
decision point [12]. In the meantime, another split type called
the AND-split indicates all choices taken. Therefore, it cannot
be identified as decision point.
A non-free choice is a situation where there is a mixture of
choice and synchronization [13]. The choice and
synchronization are not separated and will create implicit
dependencies. Some discovery algorithms still cannot detect
the non-free choice construct, while other algorithms have
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already been improved to detect non-free choice. Thus, it is
possible that a process model that in reality has the property of
non-free choice is not detected as a non-free choice construct.
In this case, we can use the relationship of rules between
decision points in a non-free choice workflow to identify
whether it is a non-free choice or an ordinary exclusive choice
workflow.
In this paper, we will use decision mining to find the
relationship of rules among decision points in a non-free choice
workflow. The relationship of rules in a limited choice can be
used to identify a non-free choice construct if the process
model does not show the non-free choice, for example, if the
model is mined using alpha algorithm. Decision mining
method which is conducted to find non-free choices can be
applied only if the decision points used in the non-free choices
are found in the process model.
II.

RELATED WORK

A. Decision Mining
Decision mining is a method to learn how the value of
attributes in a business process can affect routing of a case.
Decision mining uses a combination of process mining to deal
with Process Aware Information System’s event log and
machine learning to discover the rule for each decision point in
process model. Decision mining method used in this paper is
similar to the one presented by [8,9]. Decision mining
generally consists of two phases: the first one is the discovery
of decision points from process model; and, the second one is a
construction of decision tree. Rules for routing in each decision
point can be found using decision tree.
In a decision mining process, the decision points are
discovered by identifying conditional routing in Petri-net
model. In this case, all XOR-split will be identified as the
decision points. Therefore, it is highly recommended to find a
proper model needs before doing decision mining. Should the
model not show conditional routing as proposed, the result of
decision mining might be unsatisfying. After all the decision
points are identified, decision tree can be built for each
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decision point. Decision tree will be built using values of
attributes in event log.
A decision tree will identify the most affecting variables for
classification of data records. The most affecting variable will
become the root of the tree, and continued by other variables as
nodes until reaching leaves where the classification is
concluded. Each variable on decision tree’s nodes are chosen
based on information gain. The variable with the largest gain
will be chosen.
B. Non-Free Choice
Non-free choice is a mixture of synchronization and choice,
where the synchronization and choice are not separated and
may create implicit dependencies [13]. The implicit
dependencies make the remaining choice become a pseudo
choice, because the resulting choice is dependent to the
previous choice. The implicit dependencies are caused by the
extra place connecting two choices from different decision
point. Fig. 2 illustrate P3 and P4 as the places which cause
implicit dependencies to the workflow. Concerning to this, if
T1 is chosen, T4 will also be executed. But, if T1 is executed,
T5 cannot be chosen. The situation creates a non-free choice
relationship in this workflow.
III. RULE RELATIONSHIP IN NON-FREE CHOICE CONSTRUCT
A non-free choice construct has a limited series of choices
even if there are more than one decision points in the
construction. Fig. 3 demonstrates that activity E has implicit
dependencies to activity B, while activity F has implicit
dependencies to activity C. In other words, if in decision point
P2 activity B is chosen, activity E will be executed; however,
activity F will not be executed. When activity C is chosen,
activity F will also be executed. In this case, activity D will
always be chosen. If activity A has attribute X, then the value
of X can be used to construct a decision tree and to find rules
for both decision points. Since there is only one variable,
gaining computation to select the root is not essential. X will be
the root for the decision tree.

From Table I, we can see that in P2, activity B will be
chosen when X>999. At the same time, activity C will be
chosen when X ≥ 999. Since activity E has implicit
dependencies to activity B every time B is chosen from P2,
activity E in P5 must be chosen; and, activity F cannot be
executed. Meanwhile, every time C is chosen in P2, activity F
in P5 must also be chosen. This condition results in a situation
where activity E in P5 will be chosen when X > 999, while
activity F will be chosen when X ≥ 999.
The rule for choosing B in P2 is the same as rule for
choosing E in P5, that is X > 999. And the rule for choosing C
in P2 is the same as rule to choose F in P5, X ≥ 999. From this
data, we can see the relationship between the rules for decision
points in a non-free choice construct. Both decision points have
exactly the same rules for each dependent branch in the
workflow. However, the similarity of the rules only applies if
the attribute comes from one activity. Different sources of
variables can affect the gain value for node assignment of the
decision tree. The rules found are still valid, yet there might be
no similarities for two decision points in a non-free choice
construct. If there are other activities which contribute to the
variables, then only the nearest activity can be used as a source
for attributes to build the decision tree.

Fig. 2. Non-free choice
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT
Experiment will be done using to case examples. Both
cases are workflow with non-free choice construct. Experiment
will be done using ProM 5.2 framework. Discovery process
will be done using alpha and alpha++ algorithm. Rules
identification will be done using decision miner, the Decision
Point Analysis plugin.

A. Experimental Result
The first example is discovered by using alpha++
algorithm. Alpha algorithm cannot find one if the decision
points, so decision mining cannot be conducted by using the
alpha model. The result from alpha++ model is analyzed using
Decision Point Analysis. The result can be seen in Fig.6. The
rules from both decision points are exactly the same.

The first example is shown in Fig.4. The workflow contains
two decision points which have implicit dependencies (P3 and
P4). If in P3 activity B is chosen, then P4 must choose activity
C, and vice versa. However, when P3 chooses activity D, then
P4 must also choose activity D. Activity A has attribute X and
Y. Event log for the first example is shown in Table 2.

The second example uses both alpha and alpha++ algorithms in
model discovery process. Alpha cannot identify a non-free
choice construct in the model, while alpha++ can. The process
models from both discovery algorithms are presented in Fig.7.
However, after conducting analysis using decision mining,
both models yield the same result. The rules for decision points
contained by non-free choice are identical. The rules are shown
in Fig.8.

The second example uses credit application workflow as
shown in Fig.5. Modification is done to add non-free choice
property between checkSmallAmount and startApproval, as
well as between checkLargeAmount and notifyRejection. From
the above figure, we can conclude that if from P4 the decision
is checkSmallAmount, the decision in P6 will be startApproval.
At the same time, if in P4 the decision is checkLargeAmount,
in P6 notifyRejection will be chosen. This modification is done
only to show the non-free choice construct in a large workflow.
There are more than one sources of attributes in the workflow,
but since we want to identify the non-free choice relationship
in a non-free choice condition, then the sources of attributes
will be limited to checkLoanAmount where the attributes will
the amount of loan. Choices in event log for the second
example is shown in Table 3.

TABLE I.

TABLE II.

EVEN LOG FOR FIRST E XAMPLE

Case ID

Value of X

Value of Y

Log

Case1

500

Premium

A E B C F G

Case2

1000

Gold

A E C B F G

Case3

999

Silver

A C E B F G

Case4

800

Premium

A E C F B G

Case5

1001

Premium

A E D F G

Case6

1500

Gold

A E D F G

Case7

1100

Premium

A E D F G

EXAMPLE OF CHOICES FOR WORKFLOW IN FIG.3
TABLE III.

Case ID
Case1
Case2
Case3
Case4
Case5
Case6

Value of X
1000
999
500
1200
800
1500

P2
B
C
C
B
C
B

P5
E
F
F
E
F
E

C HOICES IN SECOND EXAMPLE OF NON-FREE CHOICE

Case ID

Amount

P4

P6

Case1

500

checkSmallAmount

startApproval

Case2

490

checkSmallAmount

startApproval

Case3

550

checkLargeAmount

notifyRejection

Case4

510

checkLargeAmount

notifyRejection

Fig. 4. Non-free choice example with activity A having attribute x
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Fig. 5.

Second example of a non-free choice workflow, modified credit application workflow

Fig. 6. Upper and lower decision points in the first example results in the same rules

Fig. 7. Result from alpha(top) and alpha++(bottom) discovery of second example
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Fig. 8 CheckLargeAmount has the same rule as a notify rejection (it has implicit dependency relationship), while checkSmallAmount has the same rule as
StartApproval.
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